New Elite Attaché Program
from Elite Aviation

Elite Aviation
Elite Aviation is regarded as the premier global private jet
company in thew world. The aviation company just announced a
new Elite Attaché program.
This luxury service is catered to discerning guests that
simply want the world at their fingertips. The new program
allows Elite Aviation’s clients to experience almost anything
they can imagine.
Elite Aviation is known for its industry-defining door-to-door
client experience. Elite Attaché is a unique service and
program offered only to Elite Aviation clients who seek the
amazing.
Elite Aviation, LLC is a woman-owned global premier private
jet company “experience” with a diverse fleet of jets that can
handle either short and long-range flights worldwide.
Through Elite Attaché, clients are invited to join a world
without compromise, where astonishing encounters are the norm
and exceptional service is not only expected, but meticulously
cultivated and executed. Whether clients desire understated
elegance or over-the-top extravagance, Elite Aviation fulfills

their every desire.
The new Elite Attaché service clearly redefines the search for
the extraordinary. Elite Aviation President and CEO Chris
Holifield was quoted, “our Attaché personnel are the client’s
confidential connection to the world’s most prestigious goods,
services and events.”

Elite Aviation CEO Chris Holifield
The Elite Aviation program was carefully developed utilizing
one-on-one relationships and hand-selected the best-of-thebest in hotels, restaurants, travel, shopping and services,
and paired their renowned service – with 24 hour, unparalleled
personal attention – to create unique, ultra-personalized
opportunities.
Unforgettable Elite Attaché experiences can include:
Entertainment: Be whisked away to the GRAMMYs®, Emmys®, the

Oscars® or an exclusive movie premiere. Visit the set of your
favorite TV show or upcoming movie. Party like a rock star
with VIP access and/or table at the hottest night clubs.
Dining: Let Elite Attaché arrange a hard to get reservation at
award-winning restaurants at the last minute. From worldrenowned epicurean delicacies or the best casual late night
dining, to the most decadent desserts dusted with gold, rare
treats, wine parings or even molecular gastronomy, Elite
Attaché satisfies every taste bud.
Adrenaline Rush and Relax: Take part in the incredible thrill
and excitement of flying a Marchetti S260 in air-to-air combat
or race an Indy-style car at 180 mph. Cap it off by unwinding
in a tranquil oasis where you can pamper, unwind and
decompress in the finest spas in the world. Want the best of
both worlds in one day? Take a helicopter to an estate
vineyard for tasting award-winning wines and then land on an
opulent yacht in San Diego for a freshly caught meal.
Fashion: Let Elite Attaché take you on a couture adventure
through the streets of Beverly Hills, New York or Paris. Find
impeccable designer styles, stunning one-of-a-kind flawless
jewels, meticulous attention to detail and faultless personal
service. Gain the utmost in privacy and shop in the luxury of
beautifully appointed private salons of the most exclusive
designer boutiques in the world.
Elite Attaché is designed to fulfill any dream, worldwide. The
Elite Aviation Experience puts the world at clients’
fingertips — whether it’s a power lunch or a one-of-a-kind
encounter, Elite Attaché makes it happen.
“Elite Attaché’s goal is to provide the luxurious haven that
our clients so richly deserve. We aspire to perfection and
look to surpass all expectations in order to provide an
unmatched experience as well as ultimate satisfaction for even
the most discerning guest,” continued Holifield. “It’s how we

do it at Elite Aviation, and Elite Attaché sets a new standard
for those with discriminating tastes.”
For additional information on Elite Attaché and
Aviation, please visit www.eliteaviation.com.
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